At the Dicamba Approval Team last week, we did not get to the discussion about the research Stanley Culpepper wants to do. Below is the slide I wanted to talk to, with our recommendation is to not allow him any Xtdimasnax and suffer through the consequences. I'd like to get your agreement and then I'll call Stanley.
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• Current issue - Proposal
  – We have been given a “mandate” by Dr. Stanley Culpepper at the University of Georgia.
    • Wants a volatility study with Xtendimax formulations - NO
    • Would like to conduct a plant back study with key fruit and vegetable crops
      – “VaporGrip formulations required” – Cannot supply VaporGrip
    • Would like to conduct efficacy study on tough weeds utilizing VaporGrip formulations
      – “VaporGrip formulations required” – Cannot supply VaporGrip
  – Has told Monsanto that if these are not approved, the Georgia Department of Ag would be contacting Monsanto management